We study multiple antenna systems that employ spacerime modulation schenles and transmit data encoded by poiveiful channel codes. Decoders f o r such codes require probabilistic (soft) information about transmitted bits. We use a modification of the Finch-Pohst algorithm to solve rnaximrirn a posteriori detection problem and efficiently approximate soji information. Simulation results that illustrate performance of the proposed system are presented.
Introduction
In [I] , [Z] , it was shown that channel capacity in multiple antenna systems grows linearly with the minimum of the number of transmit and receive antennas. Early multiple antenna communication systems relied on diversity, which is achieved by sending redundant information through a scattering environment and hoping that the message reaches receiver along at least one of the multiple paths ([31-[51) . However, achieving the promised capacity results requires more sophisticated means of exploiting the spatial diversity. To this end, space-time coding techniques have been developed. Space-time coding is a modulation technique that imposes spatial and temporal correlation onto a transmitted sequence of modulated symbols. In [6] , [7] , a practical spacetime coding scheme, called V-BLAST (Vertical Bell-Labs Layered Space-Time), has been demonstrated on a system which employs eight transmit and twelve receive antennas. In this scheme, the original data stream is split into substreams which are then transmitted on individual antennas. The receiver employs nulling and cancelling algorithm to decode the originally transmitted data.
In the following years, there has been a tremendous amount of the research activities in the field of space-time code design. For the communication systems where the channel is assumed to be known to the receiver, space-time trellis [SI and space-time block codes Space-time codes, in general, experience complexity difficulties at very high rates and with a large number of transmit antennas. In particular, the computational complexity of the optimal maximum-likelihood receiver for decoding the trellis space-time codes of [SI grows exponentially with either the rate or the number of transmit antennas. Block space-time codes face similar complexity issues in high rate systems. On the other hand, heuristic techniques for receiver design, such as those employed in V-BLAST scheme, provide implementable complexity. However, aside from being suboptimal, V-BLAST decoding scheme presented in [6] does not work with fewer receive than transmit antennas.
There have also been a number of recently proposed multiple antenna schemes that employ powerful channel codes to encode the transmitted data (see, e.g., [171-[19] and the references therein). In such schemes, the channel decoder require soft information about the bits in the transmitted sequence. The complexity of providing soft information in multi-antenna systems, however, may become rather high.
In this paper, we consider powerful (turbo, LDPC) channel codes for data encoding in multiple antenna systems that employ space-time codes. In particular, we focus on recently proposed linear dispersive (LD) space-time codes [20] . We show that the LD codes allow for an efficient MAP detection and approximation of the soft information via modified Fincke-Pohst algorithm. The simulation results illustrate excellent performance of the proposed scheme.
System model and linear dispersion codes
The system model is shown in Figure 1 . The information data is first protected embedding redundancy via errorcorrecting codes and then space-time coded and sent across the channel. Receiver uses F€-MAP algorithm to estimate soft information of the transmitted coded sequence and performs joint iterative detection and decoding.
We shall assume a narrow-band, flat-fading multiple an-
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Furthermore, we shall assume that the channel H is known to the receiver via, e.g., training.
As we pointed out earlier, a space-time code enforces time and space correlation onto the transmitted symbol sequence. This correlation is generally embedded over a number of channel uses. Therefore, we shall find it useful to model the transmission over a number of channel uses, say T , during which the channel remains constant. In other words, we assume that A reasonable choice of Q is suggested in [20] , Q = min(M, N ) . T .
(3)
Large values of Q maximize the mutual information between z and s, since the matrix S then has more degrees of freedom. On the other hand, smaller Q provides better coding effects -i.e., the system of linear equations that the receiver is solving becomes more overdetermined.
Decoding of LD codes
Matrix S can be considered a symbol that is being transmitted (over T channel uses). The total number of matrices S that can be generated by {C,, D,} and 51,. . . , SQ is 2RT and thus can be very large. This symbol space can easily be generated by the LD codes. However, its enormous size generally prevents any exhaustive search decoding technique and asks for more sophisticated receiver algorithms. For instance, the system employing A l = 8 transmit antennas coded over T = M channel uses with a rate R = 16 LD code has a symbol space with ZRT % 3.4.
elements. Real-time exhaustive search over such a large set is out of question.
We shall find it convenient for the decoding purposes to represent the scalar s, by its real and imaginary parts, s, = a q +jP,, q = 1,. . . ,Q. The linearity of the LD codes (4) in the variables {cy,; P,} can be exploited to pose the detection problem as an integer least-squares problem. To this end, we write the equation ( 2 ) as a r A q +jL?,B,) 
The equivalent channel 31 is therefore comprised of the dispersion matrices {d,,B,} and the known channel mauix H a n d is, therefore, known to the receiver. To keep the notation simple, we shall denote 
where p(si) is the a priori probability of the i t h component of the m-dimensional vector s. Problem (6) allows for efficient implementation of FP-MAP algorithm [181.
Modified FP Algorithm for MAP Detection
The MAP detector maximizes the posterior probability p.jZ(sJz), i.e., it solves optimization problem Then, for a known channel in AWGN, (7) is equivalent to the optimization problem
1
For an iterative decoding scheme, we also require soft information, i.e., the probability that each bit is decoded correctly. To this end, consider the LLR J (9) Computing (9) over entire signal space DF is of prohibitive complexity. Instead, we constrain ourselves to those s 6 05 for which argument in (8) is small. [Note that these are the signal vectors whose contribution to the numerator and denominator in (9) is significant.]
Applying the idea of Fincke-Pohst algorithm, we search for the points s that belong to the geometric body described by Assume that the search yields the set of points S = {s('), s(2), . . . , s ( I s ) } . The vectors E s that minimizes (8) is the solution to the MAP detection problem (7). The soft information for each bit c, can be estimated from (9), by only summing the terms in the numerator and denominator such that s E S.
Note that the logarithms in (9) can be efficiently computed using the standard Log-MAP implementation (see, e.g., [Zl] ) of the form log(e61 + e'z) = max(61,d2) + I n ( 1 t e-162-'11) = max(&,62) + fJl& -hl), (11) where fc() is a correction function found by a 
Performance results
In this section, we present examples that illustrate performance of the LDPC codes in a multi-antenna system with LD space-time modulation. In particular, we use an 8/9-rate LDPC code of the length 1224. Figure 2 shows the performance of the 2 x 2 system employing a 4-QAM modulation scheme and a rate R = 4 LD code. The significant coding gain due to use of the LDPC code is evident. It is interesting to compare the performance of the LD code and the V-BLAST. This is shown in Figure 3 
Conclusion
We studied the multi-antenna systems employing spacetime modulation and powerful channel codes. A modifi- 
